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Intro

$DING is the utility & governance token of the DEADPXLZ
ecosystem.
The total supply of $DING is fixed at 1,000,000,000 tokens which
have already been minted by using a locked policy script (which
in Cardano slang means that no more $DING tokens can ever be
minted or burnt).
The $DING Cardano native token policy ID:
ce5b9e0f8a88255b65f2e4d065c6e716e9fa9a8a86dfb86423dd1ac0
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Terminology

PXL Wars
The upcoming DEADPXLZ PvP P2E game on Cardano
PXL Forge
An essential part of the PXL Wars, the place where users will be
able to create their PXL squad and prepare it for PvP battle.
Dingonomics
The $DING token metrics.
Genesis PXLZ
The original 10,000 DEADPXLZ interactive NFT collection.
metaPXLZ
The 3D versions of Genesis PXLZ, available as separate NFTs,
one metaPXL corresponding to each of the 10K originals.
DEADPXLZ Whitepaper
The DEADPXLZ project whitepaper, a document made available
in tandem with the Dingonomics paper.
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The Pie
Total supply is 1,000,000,000 $DING.

PXL Staking &
Boot Camp (15%)

Ecosystem Fund - 20%
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$DING Treasury - 55%

Team &
Advisors - 10%
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$DING Release Schedule

$DING will gradually be put into circulation by employing
various mechanics which are meant to provide the token with all
the necessary prerequisites for a sustainable economic growth.
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PXL Staking & Boot Camp (15%)
The first half of the PXL Staking & Boot Camp fund, totalling
75,000,000 $DING will be put into circulation via the Genesis PXLZ
& metaPXLZ Staking program.
56,841,567 $DING will be allocated towards Genesis PXL holders.
11,368,314 $DING will be allocated towards metaPXL holders.
6,790,119 $DING will go into the Community DAO Treasury.
Genesis PXLZ can accrue from 4,985 $DING up to 10,000 $DING /
PXL staked whilst metaPXLZ can get from 997 $DING up to 2,000
$DING / metaPXL staked. Items from both collections will see
varying rewards based on each staked token’s rarity.
There is no lock-up period on staking and as such, holders can
stake or unstake whenever they wish to.
A penalty applies to those who harvest earlier than the 90 day
fixed staking term: 25% of the total accrued $DING / unstaked PXL
if unstaking takes place before 60 days of the staking program
have passed and 20% between 60 and 90 days.
Reward calculation formula (result will be rounded upwards):

((2 - BR - NoAR + (NoA - AR1 - AR2 - … - ARn) / NoA) / 3 ) * ST
BR: Base Rarity / NoAR: Number of Attributes Rarity / AR: Attribute Rarity /
NoA: Number of Attributes / ST = 10,000 for PXLZ & 2,000 for metaPXLZ
0-attribute, 8-attribute & Legendary PXLZ/metaPXLZ are an exception and will
receive 10,000 $DING / 2,000 $DING respectively for a full staking term.
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PXL Staking & Boot Camp (15%)
Genesis PXLZ & metaPXLZ Staking will last for 90 days
starting late April 2022 and works as follows:
Holders will be allowed a preparation period when
they can stake their tokens before the accrual period
begins

Preparation
7 days

$DING accrual period
90 days

After accrual
30 days

The 90 day accrual period will begin sometime
in late April 2022 and will be active for 90 days.
During this time, both Genesis & metaPXL
holders will be able to stake & harvest their
tokens freely.
Harvesting can also be conducted up to 30 days
after the 90 day accrual period has ended. After the
30 day grace period has ended, the leftover funds
will be added to the Community DAO Treasury.

$DING rewards / PXL will also be made available on the PXL
Explorer well before the preparation stage has started.
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PXL Staking & Boot Camp (15%)
Example #1
Holder X owns 1 Genesis PXL and decides to stake it during the
preparation period.
45 days into the accrual period, the holder decides to unstake
their Genesis PXL. This will automatically harvest a
corresponding amount of $DING, relative to the total amount of
time that PXL has been staked minus a 25% penalty.
Assuming that the holder’s PXL would have received 9000 $DING
after a 90 day stake period, their rewards will be 4500 $DING (45
day corresponding accrual) minus 25% * 4500 $DING (penalty for
de-staking early) = 3375 $DING at the time of harvesting.
Example #2
Let’s consider the same holder wants to re-stake the same PXL 15
days after unstaking it and keep staking it until the accrual
period is over for a total of 30 days.
Out of a total maximum of 9000 $DING, the holder will receive
3000 $DING corresponding to the 30 days accrual with no
penalties applied as the 90 day PXL staking interval has finished.
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PXL Staking & Boot Camp (15%)
Community DAO Treasury
The remaining unharvested $DING as well as $DING stemming
from penalties applied for early unstaking will go into the
Community DAO Treasury Fund alongside its seed amount of
6,790,119 $DING.
This fund represents the DEADPXLZ community’s first step
towards becoming self-governed. A number of prominent
community members will be assigned as signatories of the wallet
containing the DAO Treasury Fund which will be spent according
to proposals coming from and voted by the PXLZ community.
The Community DAO Treasury Fund is subject to the following
vesting schedule: equal monthly amounts for a period of 1 year.
This fund, together with the $DING coming from PXL staking will
make up half of the PXL Staking & Boot Camp distribution and
will net 75,000,000 $DING.
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PXL Staking & Boot Camp (15%)
The second half of the 150,000,000 $DING PXL Staking & Boot
Camp allocation totalling 75,000,000 $DING will be subject to
harvesting via forging PXLZ in the PXL Boot Camp stage of the
upcoming P2E game, PXL Wars.
For the purpose of this section, we will look exclusively at the
tokenomics of The PXL Boot Camp as the rest of the mechanics
are covered in the PXL Wars section of the DEADPXLZ
Whitepaper.
The PXL Boot Camp program will be introduced after PXL
Staking goes live and will allow users to forge PXLZ by spending
ADA and gain $DING while doing so for a limited amount of 90
days.
Leftover $DING will be assigned to the Community DAO
Treasury.
More details regarding Boot Camp $DING accrual will be released
as we move closer to the program’s launch date.
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$DING Treasury (55%)
550,000,000 $DING will be allocated to the PXL Wars $DING
Treasury which serves as both a reserve for distributing $DING
into the Cardano ecosystem in the form of PXL Wars $DING
staking rewards as well as a collector for in-game $DING
spending.
The PXL Wars $DING Treasury will hence leverage a critical mass
of tokens towards creating a balance between the funds it holds
and the overall circulating supply.
PXL Wars Users will be able to stake their $DING in exchange for
accumulating APY which is paid out from the Project $DING
Treasury at pre-determined rates - 15% for 20,000 $DING and 20%
for 35,000 $DING. All APY harvesting subject to unlock periods
which are TBD at the moment of writing.
They will also be able to spend $DING on various in-game items
and cosmetics which will in turn give them an extra edge in PXL
Wars, thus enabling them to earn more ADA by winning more
PvP battles.
This fund does not require external management as it only
unlocks $DING in the form of PXL WARS staking APY.
More info on $DING in-game staking mechanics is available in the
PXL Wars section of the DEADPXLZ Whitepaper.
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Ecosystem Fund (20%)
200,000,000 $DING will be allocated to the Project Ecosystem Fund
which will bankroll the acquisition of key strategic services from
developers, marketers, artists & other verticals which are vital in
sustaining a thriving project.
The Project Ecosystem Fund will undergo a vesting schedule
which will see 10,000,000 $DING unlock once every 3 months for 5
years.
This fund will be managed exclusively by the project owner with
input from the community and advisors.
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Team & Advisors (10%)
100,000,000 $DING will be allocated to the DEADPXLZ team &
advisors working on the project.
A vesting schedule will be imposed consisting of 1 year of initial
lockup after which funds will be unlocked on a monthly basis for
the following 3 years in equal tranches of 2,777,777 $DING.
This fund will be managed exclusively by the project owner.
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Disclaimer
The information presented within this document is subject to change
at any time without prior notice. The information presented within
this document is of a purely informational nature & nothing which is
mentioned within this document is to be considered a guarantee by
the project creator or team.
All available information provided in this document is accurate and
up to date and does not constitute professional, financial or
investment advice.
Anyone intending to purchase DEADPXLZ $DING token or NFT
should seek independent professional advice before acting on the
basis of current information.
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Fin.
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